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Abstract
Objective: The aim of the present study was to propose a comprehensive method for positron emission
tomography (PET) scanners image quality assessment, by simulation of a thin layer chromatography (TLC)
ood source with a previously validated Monte Carlo model. Materials and Methods: We used the GATE
Monte Carlo package (GEANT4 application for tomographic emission) and the reconstructed images were
obtained using the software for tomographic image reconstruction (STIR), with cluster computing. The
PET scanner used in this simulation study was the General Electric Discovery-ST (USA). The plane source
that was used for the image quality assessment was a TLC plate, consisting of an aluminum (Al) foil, coated
with a thin layer of silica and immersed in uorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) bath solution (1 MBq). The in uence of di erent scintillating crystals on PET scanner's image quality, in terms of the modulation transfer
function (MTF), the normalized noise power spectrum (NNPS) and the detective quantum e ciency
(DQE), were also investigated. Modulation transfer function was estimated from transverse slices of the
plane source, whereas the NNPS from the corresponding coronal slices. Images were reconstructed by the
commonly used 2D ltered back projection (FBP2D), the Kinahan and Rogers FPB3-DRP and the maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE)-OSMAPOSL algorithms. Images obtained using the OSMAPOSL algorithm
was assessed by using 15 subsets and 3 iterations. Results: The PET scanner con -guration, equipped with
LuAP crystals, exhibited the optimum MTF values in both 2D and 3D FBP image reconstruction, whereas
the corresponding con guration with BGO crystals exhibited the optimum MTF values after the iterative
algorithm. The scanner equipped with the BGO crystals was also found to exhibit overall the lowest noise
levels and the highest DQE values after algorithms. These nding indicate that the GE Discovery ST PET
scanner exhibits the optimum image quality parameters, in terms of MTF, NNPS and DQE, with BGO
scintillating crystals. Conclusion: Our new method showed that the imaging performance of PET scanners
can be fully characterized and further improved by investigation of the imaging chain compo-nents
through Monte Carlo methods. To this aim, a TLC based plane source was used during the simulation, in
order to assess the impact of the scintillating crystal material on PET image quality, with the application of
a previously validated Monte Carlo model. The aforementioned plane source can be also useful for the
further development of PET and SPET scanners through GATE simulations, for clinical applications.
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C

ombined positron emission tomography and computed tomography (PET/CT)
scanners have been an essential imaging modality for various medicine disciplines in which the in vivo radiotracer distribution is reconstructed to form a
quantitative image [1]. Nowadays, there is a tremendous progress in nuclear medicine
PET applications, such as the introduction of quantum dot nanocrystal particles that can
be prepared and tagged with various imaging agents, or di erent targeting ligands for
applications in diagnostics, therapeutics, theranostics and regenerative medicine [2].
The use of nanocrystals could improve intrinsic and extrinsic resolution, as well as
providing higher accuracy in multimodality imaging [2].
Image performance of PET/CT scanners is a ected by many factors, including photon
non-co linearity, oblique detector penetration, detector size and response, positron
range, photon scatter, and patient motion, all of which contribute to the decreased PET
resolution and image degradation [2,3]. Thus, knowledge of their impact on the overall
scanner performance, by using a single imaging performance metric would be of interest.
Detective quantum e ciency (DQE) is one of the fundamental physical variables
related to image quality in radiography and refers to the e ciency of a detector in
converting incident radiation into an image signal. Detective quantum e ciency is acce-
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pted as the best single objective indicator of overall image
quality for comparison between various imaging detector
technologies [4]. Detective quantum e ciency combines
spatial resolution through the modulation transfer function
(MTF) and image noise through the normalized noise power
spectrum (NNPS), to provide a measure of the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) transfer through the imaging system, from its
input to its output, as a function of spatial frequency [4]. The
higher the DQE is, the better the low contrast discrimination.
Several studies have been carried out concerning PET
image quality. However, in the majority of them, resolution
was assessed from point sources in terms of the point spread
function (PSF) and consequently from the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) [5-8]. The resolution was assessed in
terms of the MTF calculated from the PSF method only in a
few studies [9], [10], as well as in combined micro PET/CT
scanners, in which MTF was estimated in the CT detector of
the combined system [11]. MTF can be also assessed from a
line source through the estimation of the Line Spread Function (LSF). The use of LSF method for determining the MTF in
tomographic imagers was initially introduced by Boone [12],
who applied this method for CT scanners evaluation. Fountos et al. [13] recently introduced a similar method for Single
Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPET) scanners,
by immersing an Agfa MammoRay HDR Medical X-ray lm in
a solution of Dithiothreitol (DTT)/Tc-99m(III)-DMSA, to
obtain the MTF through the LSF method. In a previous study
of our group this method, for the MTF determination, was
also translated for PET [14].
The concept of DQE was previously approached by various methods in PET. According to our knowledge the overall
imaging quality performance has never been assessed in
terms of the spatial frequency dependent DQE for PET.
The aim of this study is to extend a previous validated
Monte Carlo method for the complete characterization and
the further improvement of the image quality in PET scanners [15]. This novel image quality method was tested by investigating the e ect of crystal material on PET scanner performance. Scintillating crystals are crucial for the e ciency
of the scanner to detect annihilation photons, the subsequent light production and propagation, in order to obtain
the nal PET image.
To this aim, the image quality parameters (MTF, NNPS and
DQE) were estimated by the simulation using a Thin Layer
Chromatography (TLC) plane source covered with 18F-FDG
with GATE (Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission)
Monte Carlo package [15]. The GATE package, that was
developed by the Open-GATE collaboration, is an open-source extension of the Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking)
Monte Carlo toolkit [16-18]. GATE was used in combination
with the software for tomographic image reconstruction
(STIR) [19] to obtain reconstructed images of the plane TLC
source.
GATE o ers the opportunity for more realistic dynamic
biodistribution of the tracers, such as respiratory and cardiac
motions, displacement of the scanner, rotation of the camera heads in SPET, tracer kinetics, time-of- ight (TOF) PET,
radioactive decay and dead time e ects. Furthermore, with
GATE can be studied the biodistribution of radiotracers
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using imaging to predict the dose distribution of a therapeutic agent, or modeling the radiotracer heterogeneity
within tumors in PET imaging. For example, dosimetry of
Zevalin® (ibritumomab tiuxetan) labeled with yttrium-90,
using GATE SPET imaging can be performed as Zevalin® labeled with indium-111 [20].
Various GATE studies have been published on implementing STIR reconstruction for PET scanners [3,15,21-23]. None
of these, however, simulated the General Electric DiscoveryST (US) scanner in order to fully characterise the image
quality of PET in terms of DQE.
Furthermore, the in uence of the replacement of the Bismuth Germinate Oxide (BGO) crystals by other crystal materials on the image quality of the GE Discovery ST scanner
was also investigated. The simulation of the plane source
phantom on the GE Discovery ST PET scanner provides an
accurate model that is useful to fully characterize the performance of nuclear medicine imaging systems.

Materials and Methods
Geometry of the modeled PET scanner
The scanner modeled in this study was the Discovery ST (US)
PET/CT, which is an integrated PET/CT system designed for
oncology imaging, both for diagnosis and for treatment
planning. It was designed as a second-generation PET/CT
system after evaluating PET/CT applications in thousands of
patients using the GE Discovery LS, the rst commercially
available PET/CT system. The system incorporates BGO [24,
25] crystals with dimensions of 6.3x6.3x30 mm in the tangential, axial and radial directions, respectively [15]. The crystals were assembled into blocks of 6x6 crystals. Each block
was coupled to a Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) consisting of
four square channels, and is assembled in modules consisting of 8 blocks (2x4) each. The detector ring is nally comprised of 35 modules, i.e. 280 crystal blocks, or 24 rings of 420
crystals (for a total of 10080 BGO crystals). The dimensions of
the rings are 88.6 cm diameter with a 15.7 cm axial and 70cm
transaxial elds of view (FOV) [15].
The scanner is designed to acquire images in both 2D and
3D modes. While in 2D mode, collimation between image
slices is achieved with retractable Tungsten septa (54 mm
length and 0.8 mm thick) which reduce scatter by restricting
the directions of gamma rays entering the crystals, i.e. only
photons traveling nearly perpendicularly to the axial direction are able to enter the BGO crystal without being stopped
by the septa (every image plane counts events from ±5 crystal rings). In 3D mode, the septa were absent and the system allowed oblique lines of response with all the 24 rings.
The energy window width in both cases was set from 375 to
650 keV [15]. The system was also simulated by replacing the
BGO crystal arrays with Yttrium Orthoaluminate Perovskite
(YAlO :Ce or YAP) [24,25], Lutetium Orthoaluminate
Perovskite LuAlO :Ce or LuAP:Ce, Lutetium Yttrium Orthoaluminate Perovskite ((LuY)AlO :Ce or LuYAP:Ce) with 70%
Lutetium (Lu) atomic fraction, LuYAP:Ce with 80% Lu atomic
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Table 1. Scintillating crystals properties

Density (g/cm3)

Mass Attenuation
Coefficients (μ/ρ)
@ 511 keV

Quantum Detection
Efficiency (QDE)
@ 511 keV

Decay
time
(ns)

BGOa

7.13

0.1350

0.94

300

Gd2SiO5:Cea

6.71

0.1048

0.88

60

Lu2SiO5:Cea

7.40

0.1174

0.93

40

LuAP:Ce

8.34

0.1145

0.94

18

LuYAP:Ce-70%a,b

7.2

0.1080

0.90

17

LuYAP:Ce-80%a,b,c

7.7

0.1103

0.91

20.5

YAlO3:Ced

5.37

0.0852

0.75

30

Scintillating crystal

a

a

Reference 25. bReference 36. cReference 37. dReference 26.

fraction [25,27], Lutetium Oxyorthosilicate (Lu SiO :Ce or
LSO) [25,28-30], and Gadolinium Oxyorthosilicate (Gd SiO :
Ce or GSO) [24,25,31] crystals with dimensions equal to
those of BGO (6.3x6.3x30 mm) in the tangential, axial and radial directions, respectively.

Physics processes, signal and coincidence processing
The production of secondary photons and electrons, (X-rays
and -rays, was set to 1 GeV with an electron range up to 30
cm) [18] similarly with Geant4 [16]. The calculated Quantum
Detection E ciency (QDE) [32,33] and Mass Attenuation
Coe cients [34] ( / ) of the 3 cm long crystals, under investigation, are listed in Table 1. The sinogram output le (.ima),
obtained from the emission computerized axial tomography
(ECAT) system, which is a raw data le (unsigned short
integer), were used by STIR as input le for the reconstruction
of the simulated plane source image [35]. All simulations
were performed using a computer cluster with 12 dual core
Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.00GHz processors (Supermicro
SuperServer 6015B-UR/NTR, UK).
Preparation of the MTF test object
The plane source that is simulated in this study follows the
works of Boone (2001) [12] for CT and Fountos et al. (2012)
[13] for SPET systems. It is based on the excellent binding of
18
F-FDG onto TLC plates [15]. The TLC plate used was an Al foil
3
coated with a thin layer of Silica (Al density 2.7 g/cm ) [15]. The
dimensions of the TLC plate were 5x10 cm and it was im18
mersed in F-FDG bath solution (1 MBq). The MTF test object
(plane source, i.e. the radioactive plate) was simulated within
a phantom, consisting of two semi-cylindrical polyethylene
blocks with 20 cm diameter and 70 cm length, in the horizontal and vertical direction for both 2D and 3D data acquisitions [15]. Plane source images were acquired from STIR,
after reconstruction of the arc corrected sinogram data, with
the commonly used 2D ltered back projection (FBP2D)
(ramp lter 0.5) [38], the Kinahan and Rogers (2012, 1989)
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[38,39] FPB3DRP [38] (Colsher lter 0.5) [40] and the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)-OSMA-POSL [38] algorithms.

Modulation transfer function (MTF)
Image quality was assessed in terms of the MTF that was
obtained, by using the LSF method. In the LSF method, the
o
thin plane source was simulated at a slight angle of 3 with
respect to the horizontal or vertical axis. This technique was
followed in order to avoid aliasing e ects, as described in the
Fujita technique [12,13,41]. Considering angles greater than
8°, the dimensions of the vertical LSFs will be di erent from
those of the true LSFs by more than 1% and geometrical corrections should then be applied [12]. The nal LSF was obtained by averaging all line LSF pro les after angle correction.
The angle correction was performed following the procedure described by Fountos et al. [13]. The line LSF pro le can
be written as LSF(x)=G(ix,iy), where G(ix,iy) represents the slit
region of interest (ROI) image pixel values. ix, iy are the pixel
coordinates in the horizontal and vertical axes respectively,
ranging as follows x1 ix x2 , y1 iy y2 [41]. x1, x2 de ne the
range, where each line LSF was calculated and y1, y2 are the
corresponding lengths. The average LSF pro le was calculated as [41]:
xﻮ

y2

 i x  i y G(ix ,i y )
LSF ( ) 

i x  x1

iy  y1
x2

y2

i x  x1

i y  y1

(1)

 ix  i y 1
where =tan ( )·xi+yi and is the angle between the line
image and the horizontal or vertical axis. Since the plane
source could have been positioned either clockwise or
counter clockwise, in a slight angle ranging from -8o to -2oand
2o to 8o, a custom made software was used [13,15] for angle
correction. In this study the MTF of the PET scanner was esti-
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mated by averaging line pro les across the whole length of
the plane source transverse image. Fourier transformation
and subsequent normalization were then applied on the
nal LSF to compute the MTF [12-15].

Normalized noise power spectrum (NNPS)
To estimate noise, NNPS data were obtained at the same
activity concentration as that of the MTF from the coronal
images, using a standard 2D NNPS algorithm. A sub-image
was rst extracted from the coronal plane images. Half
overlapping ROIs were then taken from the sub-images. The
mean pixel value from each ROI was calculated and subtracted from each ROI. Thus an image corresponding to signal
variations remained. The squared modulus of the 2D fast
fourier transform (FFT) of each ROI was calculated and added to the NPS ensemble. This was repeated for all the ROIs
taken from each image. Finally, the NNPS was calculated by
dividing with the square mean value of the sub-image and
afterwards the ensemble average was obtained according to
(2) [42,43]:

NPS (v, u) 

ﻮ
1 X /2 Y/2
2 i( vx  uy ) dxdy
p
(
x
,
y
)

e


X ,Y   XY  X / 2 Y / 2

lim

(2)

Finally, DQE was calculated with incoming SNR2in de ned as
the plane source phantom activity (counts/mm2) incident
on the detectors. Since the spatial frequency sampling steps
of MTF and NNPS are generally not the same, NNPS was
linearly interpolated at the frequency sampling points of
MTF and then DQE was calculated at these points.

Results and Discussion
Image reconstruction
Figure 1 shows transverse and coronal slices (tilted by 3o), from
the horizontal plane source images with the FBP2D, FBP3DRP and OSMAPOSL algorithms. The rst column, in Figure1, shows the crystal scintillator material, the second the transverse slices of the FBP2D, the third the transverse slices of
the FBP3DRP and the fourth the transverse slices of the OSMAPOSL algorithms, which were used for the MTF calculation, respectively [13]. Accordingly, the second column, in Figure 1, shows the coronal slices of the FBP2D, the third the coronal slices of the FBP3DRP and the last the coronal slices of
the OSMAPOSL algorithms, which were used for the NNPS
calculation, respectively. The impact on image quality of the
detector material is initially depicted by inspection of Figure 1.

where the terms inside the brackets < > stand for ensemble
average. p(x,y) is the di erence between the average image
signal and the signal at points x, y of the spatial coordinates,
sampled at regular intervals (dx,dy).

Detective quantum e ciency (DQE)
Detective Quantum E ciency (DQE) is one of the fundamental physical variables related to image quality in imaging
systems and refers to the e ciency of a detector in converting an incident signal into an image signal. DQE is calculated
by comparing the signal-to-noise ratio at the detector output
with that at the detector input as a function of spatial frequency DQE= SNR2out /SNR2in [44]. According to this, SNRout and
SNRin are the output and input signal to noise ratios respectively. DQE is dependent on radiation exposure, spatial frequency, MTF, NNPS and detector material.
High DQE values indicate that less radiation is needed to
achieve identical image quality; increasing the DQE and leaving radiation exposure constant will improve image quality
[45].
The ideal detector should have a DQE of 1, meaning that all
the radiation energy is absorbed and converted into image
information. During the past few years, various methods of
measuring DQE have been established, making the comparison of DQE values dif cult if not impossible as described
previously (see introduction section). The DQE of the PET
scanner was calculated from the MTF, NNPS, and incoming
2
SNR in as described in previous publications by using (3) [44]:
ﻮ

DQE (u ) 
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MTF (u )
SNRin2  NNPS (u)

(3)

Figure 1. Transverse and coronal slices of the plane source images with the FBP2D,
FBP3DRP and OSMAPOSL algorithms.

MTF
Figures 2 to 4 show comparisons between the MTF curves
obtained from the horizontal plane source images, with the
FBP2D, FBP3DRP and OSMAPOSL algorithms for the PET
scanner con gurations incorporating successively BGO, YAP,
LuAP, LuYAP-70, LuYAP-80, LSO and GSO crystals. The PET
scanner con guration incorporating LuAP crystals provided
the optimum MTFs in both 2D and 3D FBP image reconstru-
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ction whereas the con guration with BGO was found with
the higher MTF values after the iterative algorithm.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between MTF values of this
work simulated with GATE and experimental MTF data in 3D
mode for the GE Discovery ST PET/CT scanner [46]. Deviations are less than 10.2% which is the percentage di erence value at 0.05 cycles/mm.

Figure 2. Comparison between the MTFs obtained from the plane source reconstructed images with the FBP2D for various crystals.
Figure 5. Comparison between the simulated and experimental MTF data in 3D
mode for the GE Discovery ST PET/CT scanner.

NNPS
Figures 6 to 8 show NNPS results from the coronal slices,
obtained from the FBP2D, FBP3DRP and OSMAPOSL algorithms, for the PET scanner con gurations incorporating BGO,
YAP, LuAP, LuYAP-70, LuYAP-80, LSO and GSO crystals. The
con guration with the lowest noise levels was that incorporating BGO crystals. This nding, along with the data provided
in Table 1, veri es the validity for the commercial use of BGO
crystals choice in the assembly of the particular PET system.

Figure 3. Comparison between the MTFs obtained from the plane source reconstructed images with the FBP3DRP for various crystals.

Figure 6. Comparison between the NNPS obtained from the plane source reconstructed images with the FBP2D for various crystals.

Figure 4. Comparison between the MTFs obtained from the plane source images
with the OSMAPOSL (15 subsets, 3 iterations) for various crystals.
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DQE
Table 2 shows the calculated true coincidences counted by all
the crystal/detector electronics combinations under
investigation. Figures 9 to 11 show DQE results obtained from
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encies were given equal weight). The single index values
obtained this way are related to the performance of the ideal
observer in the task of detecting a point source. However, for
any other task, a di erent weighting of the frequencies must
be used and, consequently, the optimal system setting for
obtaining the maximal FOM will change [47].
Table 2. Calculated true coincidences counted by all the
crystal/detector electronics
Scintillating crystal

Figure 7. Comparison between the NNPS obtained from the plane source reconstructed images with the FBP3DRP for various crystals.

True counts/mm2

BGO

108.27

Gd2SiO5:Ce

50.04

Lu2SiO5:Ce

82.13

LuAP:Ce

85.13

LuYAP:Ce-70%

57.43

LuYAP:Ce-80%)

66.93

YAlO3:Ce

2.88

Figure 8. Comparison between the NNPS obtained from the plane source images
with the OSMAPOSL (15 subsets, 3 iterations) for various crystals.

the FBP2D, FBP3DRP and OSMAPOSL algorithms, for the
PET scanner con gurations incorporating successively BGO,
YAP, LuAP, LuYAP-70, LuYAP-80, LSO and GSO crystals. The
curves correspond to the combined MTF and NNPS results
from both the transverse and coronal slices. The behavior of
the DQE was in uenced by both MTF and NNPS. DQE values
of the PET con guration incorporating BGO crystals were
found higher after FBP3DRP and OSMAPOSL algorithms
examined in this study. DQE values of the LuYAP were found
higher after FBP2D.
In Figures 9 to 11 the DQE results provided the overall performance of a PET scanner. However these results cannot be
straightforward translated into predictions about the clini-cal
usefulness of images produced by the system for a hu-man
observer [47]. When the quantum noise is a limiting fac-tor for
the observer, the performance is dependent on the task, and
hence the relevance of the DQE at di erent spatial frequencies
varies. Due to this, cumulative image quality results, in the
sense of Figures of Merit (FOMs), were also obtained by
integrating the entire MTF, NNPS and DQE (all spatial frequ-
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Figure 9. Comparison between the DQEs obtained from the plane source reconstructed images with the FBP2D for various crystals.

Table 3 shows these results for all the crystals in the spatial
frequency range under investigation. As it can be depicted
from this Table the Discovery ST PET scanner provided the
optimum image quality combined with BGO scintillating
crystals. This can be also explained by taking also into
consideration the mass attenuation coe cient ( / = 0.1350) value and the quantum detection e ciency (QDE= 0.94)
at 511 keV which is the highest among the crystals under
investigation.
The in uence of the crystal material and the di erent
image reconstruction algorithms can be also depicted on
complex human structures as shown in Figure 12, where the
grey scales have been translated to activity distributions.
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Table 3. Imaging performance comparison between the various scintillating crystals.
Imaging Performance
NNPS

MTF
Scintillating
detectors

DQE

Reconstruction algorithm
2D
FBP

FBP3D
RP

3D
OSEM

2D
FBP

FBP3D
RP

3D
OSEM

2D
FBP

FBP3D
RP

3D
OSEM

BGO

31.12

43.10

34.51

15.11

6.94

7.64

0.37

1.39

0.80

GSO:Ce

26.96

41.73

33.39

29.17

17.24

21.46

0.15

0.54

0.30

LSO:Ce

25.67

42.51

33.51

22.03

13.34

11.51

0.20

0.78

0.30

LuAP:Ce

36.05

43.70

28.54

18.48

14.74

14.04

0.42

0.75

0.32

LuYAP:Ce-70

23.09

35.21

33.71

41.92

12.92

20.39

0.08

0.50

0.30

LuYAP:Ce-80

23.48

39.06

34.15

21.88

12.98

9.73

0.18

0.63

0.64

YAP:Ce

6.66

21.43

22.56

73.49

59.79

19.22

0.01

0.08

0.16

A

B

Figure 10. Comparison between the DQEs obtained from the plane source reconstructed images with the FBP3DRP for various crystals.

Figure 11. Comparison between the DQEs obtained from the plane source images
with the OSMAPOSL (15 subsets, 3 iterations) for various crystals.

In order to obtain these slices, a brain phantom (Ho man)
[48,49] was used for the simulation. The brain slices were acquired from STIR, after reconstruction of the arc-corrected
sinogram data with the commonly used 2D ltered back
projection (FBP2D) (Ramp lter with additional apodizing
window 0.5), the Kinahan and Rogers FPB3DRP (Colsher
lter with additional apodizing window 0.5) and with the
iterative, maximum likelihood estimation Ordered Subsets
version of Green's MAP one step late (MLE-OSMAPOSL) algorithms [38]. The phantom acquired images, after reconstructing with various algorithms and obtained using
di erent scintillator materials, were also visually assessed by
two independent and blinded nuclear medicine physicians.

The major brain anatomic landmarks (i.e. ventricles, sulci)
were used for the visual assessment. The subjective image
quality was then semi-quanti ed using a visual scale score
of 1 to 5 (5: corresponds to the best image). In all cases, the
OSMAPOSL images were assessed as having the best image
quality. The following scores were attributed for each image:
5 for the BGO, 2 for the Gd SiO :Ce, 3 for the Lu SiO :Ce, 3 for
the LuAP:Ce, 4 for the LuYAP:Ce-70%, 4 for the LuYAP:Ce80% and 1 for the YAlO3:Ce images.
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Interpretation of results
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The in uence of the detector material on the image quality of a PET scanner was also investigated. Our study showed that: a) Lu-AP crystal provided the optimum MTFs in
both 2D and 3D FBP image reconstruction whereas BGO
was found with the higher MTF values after the iterative
algorithm, b) BGO crystals were also found with the lowest
noise levels and the highest DQE values after all image
reconstruction algorithms (except from the 2D DQE values
where LuYAP was found with the highest values). These nding show that the BGO crystal provided the optimum overall image quality parameters for the speci c PET scanner
implementation, however the rather slow decay time of this
material is a drawback for time of ight applications [51,52].
In conclusion, in this study the method modelled and
simulated can be experimentally implemented and used for
the routine PET quality control. In this study was used for the
image quality assessment and optimisation, but it can be
also useful for the further development of PET and SPECT
scanners though GATE simulations.
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In this study a novel image quality method for PET scanners
was implemented with GATE Monte Carlo methods. PET
images were obtained from STIR reconstruction software
through the simulation of a novel thin 18F-FDG plane source.
Furthermore, the STIR reconstructed GATE simulated data
were used to obtain PET images from speci c radiopharmaceutical distribution using simpli ed phantoms or more
complex human structures. The above results will assist
nuclear medicine physicians, as an e cient diagnostic tool.
The STIR reconstructed images, could also be used to bridge
the gap between imaging and dosimetry, in order to obtain
directly dose maps from the activity distribution as input for
PET and SPET Monte Carlo simulations [50]. From the latter,
physicians could directly compare the actual dose biodistribution map of a tracer, used for the production of SPET or
PET data, with the data estimated from the reconstructed
PET or SPET images.
Image quality was assessed from the reconstructed images, by the estimation of the spatial frequency dependent
MTF, NNPS and DQE of the plane source reconstructed images.
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Achilles trying to heal the wound of Telephos, he himself had caused, before. Achilles is using scrapes of iron from his
lance.
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